Progress and Achievement Report for the Middle of Year 6- Student Reflection
2016
Name:
Year level: 6
Where am I at? - Think about your recent reading assessment results and reflect carefully on the feedback you receive from your peers
and teacher, and your own self assessments. Write a comment on how you are doing in that subject. What are your strengths? What have
your learned to do recently that you were unsure of before? What has caused you to be in the pit and how have you come out of the pit?
Where to next? - What are your next steps in order to improve further in that subject? How do you know that? Is there a particular learning
disposition and virtue you need to strengthen to help you with your reading goals?

READING - Progress toward the end of year National Standard

Where am I at?

In reading my asttle results show that I am a 3A and by the end of the year I need to be a 3P. I am feeling quite
good about myself because I am already above the national standard. My probe results show that I am reading
at 12-13 year old level I think I have done quite good. I am definitely on track for the end of the year. My STAR
results show that I am a stanine 6 compared to last year, my results show that I have gone down one level.
Where to next?

My next steps are to just keep progressing, I like to read about books that are written by a man called David
Williams I find them really interesting and fun to read.

WRITING - Progress toward the end of year National Standard
Where am I at?

In writing my asTTle results show that I am 1P but Miss X said that that was just one day and one test and I
found the subject quite hard. By the end of the year I need to be a 3P. In my writing group I have been learning
about sentences and punctuation. I think being in the ALL Rangers group is helping quite a bit. My writing book
and doc and feedback show I am doing pretty good.
Where to next?

To improve in writing I need to work on my speed, sometimes capital letters and a little bit of punctuation. My
next steps are to get a better level. I like to write about war and battles. The learner disposition I need to use in
writing is being resourceful and resilient.

MATHS - Progress toward the end of year National Standard
Where am I at?

In maths my asTTle results show that I am 2A, by the end of the year I need to be 3P. I feel I am doing quite
good. My GLOSS results show for add and sub I am E6 mult and Div 6, fractions E7. I found it quite helpful that
Miss X gave me a little extra time because when I am working hard my brain stops working sometimes and I
can’t think straight. My basic facts results show I am at level 28. Compared to last year my results show I have
moved up 15 levels. In my maths group I have been learning about multiplication and division facts. My maths
book and feedback show I am doing good.
Where to next?

To improve in maths I need to work on my divison. My next steps are to just keep trying. I like maths when I am
starting to get it and the questions are kind of easy. The learner disposition I need to use in maths is resilient.

